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From the editor...

Acknowledgement of country:
We would like to acknowledge and pay respects to the owners of the land we are privileged to publish The Articulating

Paper on, the Kaurna people. The traditional custodians of the land, waterways and skies across Adelaide. We thank
them for sharing and caring for the land on which we are able to share our experiences. We pay our respects to elders

past, present, and emerging and we share our friendship and our kindness.

It has truly been an honour to be your Pubs Executive Officer of 2022. With the power of my gen
comm (comprising of Ella George and Dalena Ly) and my sub comm (Siyuan (Angel) Feng), Pubs has
has roaring success this year. Thank you so much you guys, we wouldn't have achieved what we have
this year without your hard work!

Al Dente has continued to grow this year with the debut of ILA episodes (2x this year), an Event
episode, 3x Sponsorship episodes, and 2x dentist episodes, all of which contributed to Season 3 of Al
Dente having 15 episodes! Currently across Spotify and Apple Podcasts we have 266 followers, the
mean number of listeners per episode from 2021 to 2022 has increased by 41%! Our top fans across
the globe in order being: Australia , Brazil , Singapore , Canada , and New Zealand  (maybe one day we
can do an international tour )

To the new BDS and BOH graduates, good luck to you guys, I am manifesting full books, lots of
crowns and no letters from AHPRA for you guys. Ya'll are the last seniors us BDS4s had to look up to
after our prescious time with seniors were stolen by COVID. I can't wait to see where your bright
future takes you guys and hopefully you guys will keep in touch if you can!

A massive thank you to our lovely 2022 AUDSS Patron, Dr Anna Murray, who was such a good sport
when I started emailing her LAST YEAR about her Al Dente episode and Paperpoint. You were an
amazing Patron and I'm glad no one had to use you to be bailed out of the Hindley St Police station.

Ella, you'll kill it as Pubs exec next year (you too Dalena as Marketing exec!), you're an absolute gun, I
hope I taught you well and that you can add some of your own creative flair to Pubs, I can't wait to
see what you produce!

Be well, do good deeds and keep in touch,,

Jingyang Li
2022 AUDSS Publications Executive Officer
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Patron's Report
2022 – the year that was…

You could have knocked me down with a feather when I was asked to be
the patron of the AUDSS for 2022, and that is no word of a lie. “Who,
me?” was my first thought, and my second, and third… and you get the
picture.

It was an incredible honour to even be considered for the role. Having
not gone through the Adelaide Dental School myself, I was, to be
honest, a little unsure of what the role would entail. Was it purely in
name only or would my mobile number be distributed to the student
cohort so they could call me to bail them from Hindley St Police
Station, if required? As this is an academic institution, I duly did my
research (ie asked Dr Stow and Dr Lekkas). They reassured me that it
would be great and I am pleased to say they were correct. Not that I
ever doubted them. 

2022 has thrown more curveballs to our students, especially those in
the clinical years, than those of the previous years of the pandemic.
The arrival of COVID-19 in our community has had a significant impact
on patients, students, tutors and academic staff alike. But with grace
and style, for the most part, we have ridden the rollercoaster and
somehow here we are, staring down the barrel of finishing up courses of
care, approaching exams (and holidays) and for the Class of ’22, the
beginning of the next adventures in dentistry.

The AUDSS has had another successful year in its illustrious history,
under the steady leadership of Derek, Scarlett and the Committee. The
charitable events that do so much to foster the sense of social
responsibility amongst the student body, such as the Sleepout in
support of the Community Outreach Dental Programme and Trivia for
Timor, were as always, so well supported. For me, to see how much our
students achieve in terms of embracing that sense of giving back is just
outstanding. The way that you all support such really important
endeavours gives me a huge amount of pride in what we represent as a
School and as a profession.

Obviously, it can’t be all work and no play, and with great excitement,
2022 will be remembered as the year that dancing returned! The Grand
Dental Ball was a big date in the social calendar, and I’m pleased to say,
I didn’t hear a thing about Dent Camp, and no one needed rescuing
from Hindley St, at least not to my knowledge. The AUDSS does a
fantastic job of creating a cohesive student group across the years. The
friends you make at Uni will be friends you have for life - my best mate
from the University Dental School and Hospital, Cork is coordinating
Rem Pros at the Peninsula Dental School in Cornwall in the UK. Now
that makes me feel old…
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Patron's Report
Which leads me neatly to my next point. Dentistry can take you anywhere.
When I was leaving dental school in 2003, if you had told me that I would be
sitting at my kitchen table in Adelaide, beer in hand, writing the Patron’s
Report for the Adelaide University Dental Students Society end of year
magazine in 2022, I would have thought you were mad. Apart from the beer in
hand bit. And yet, here I am. You have all chosen a career that will take you
wherever you want it to. You will have opportunities to do incredible things,
and to make incredible differences to peoples’ lives, as students and as
graduates. There are not so many undergraduate courses that make you step
up to clinical care in such a short period of time. It isn’t an easy road to travel
and you will need to learn on the job every day you practice. But in terms of
reward, it is second to none. Just by choosing dentistry, you’ve already shown
you guys are smart. For those entering the next year at Uni, commit to more
hard work and good times with the AUDSS. For those leaving us, stay in touch
and make us proud. We know you will.

With many thanks for having me,
Anna 
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2022 has been the most ordinary year since the big CV19 happened, and
how quick it has flown by, but like all good things they must also come to
an end.

Thinking back to how it was in 2020 and 2021, when life was turned
upside down, 2022 is a much different time to back then. I must
commend everyone on well adapted we are to the new circumstances. 
 Soon enough, COVID-19 will likely become an afterthought, and life will
just be like how it was pre-2020, just with more face masks (tbh… it’s hard
to recognise people without masks on now). 

The year started off with another covid scare as they ever do, but
fortunately life was back up and running as usual after a short break.
Following the first three oral surgery lectures held by Dr Ven Woo and Dr
Ken Lin, university truly started in March (to BDS2, enjoy your break as
this will be the longest one in a while). 

As is the annual tradition, the AUDSS year had the usual favourites -
Freshers BBQ, Dent Camp and Grand Dental Ball among others. With
each event, the everchanging restrictions and circumstances made for an
everchanging schedule and delays. Fortunately, despite delays, we were
able to hold all our events, which could not have been possible without
the support from our major sponsors Wright Evans Partners, ADASA,
Guild indemnity insurance and PAX migration lawyers. Without their
immense support, we couldn’t possibly have hoped to do as many
activities, and we are so grateful for their continuing support. 

Following on the success of 2021’s inter-society events such as the AMSS
x AUDSS dodgeball and ADSA x AUDSS R U OK day, these became a
must for 2022. Building on forming a tight-knit community across
universities and across professions was one of my goals for this year.
With the Australian Medical Students Associations (AMSA), the
dodgeball event made a comeback for this year and the rivalry was ever
bit still “friendly” (Esther’s words – 2021 AUDSS President). We still
suffered a loss, however, with a social gathering at Atlantis (our most
visited spot in Adelaide), the night ended on a high note. It would be
great to see this friendly competition grow to include more sports (maybe
this time we’ll win).

With the help of the ever-present Edward Miller (BOH Liaison) along with
Ronan Young (sub-BOH Liaison), the participations from both dental and
oral health cohorts continued to grow. I do hope that this integration
continues to grow.

President's Address
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All I can say is – 2022 has been another momentous year! It has truly been
my pleasure and privilege to have served as your President and lead the
society alongside an amazing committee. Without the core executive team
Denise as secretary and Roderick as treasurer and the whole 2022
committee, this year would not have been possible. Thank you so much for
all your hard work and for meeting challenges head-on and surmounting any
obstacles. I am very proud of all your achievements throughout this year. I
must give special mention and my immense gratitude to Dr Anna Murray who
provided her wisdom, invaluable advice, and assistance as the society’s
patron. It has been a pleasure working with you! 

Finally, I wish the 2023 team the best of luck. I have full confidence in next
year’s committee, and Fiona Guo and Nadia Heng in leading the society to
the best of their abilities. My best advice to you would be to keep the
communications channels open, and to most importantly, have fun! 

Au revoir.

Derek Li Kwok Cheong
AUDSS President

President's Address
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Another year has come to an end, and it truly has been a great one.
2022 has been the year where things started returning back to normal
pre-COVID days, minus those tight-fitting N95 masks. The year started
off smoothly with welcoming Dr Anna Murray, who has been a lovely
and endlessly supportive patron to the AUDSS this year. We’ve further
explored the idea of clinical and lab shadowing within the Adelaide
Dental Hospital and the degree of interest expressed from the students
has been spectacular. Whilst the pilot program is still being finalised,
we are excited to see the 2023 committee further develop it.
 
Discovering the lost storeroom in Helen Mayo is probably one of our
biggest achievements, so future committees can thank us (specifically
Derek, overworked Honours student) for that.
 
We would not have made it through the year, had it not been for Denise
who’s done the most spectacular job as our secretary. She’s always been
there, whether it be organising another meeting in preparation for
upcoming events or filling in for a meeting while one of us were away
on placement. 
 
The AUDSS finances has remained positive despite the global inflation
thanks to Roderick, our treasurer, and Derrick and his sponsorship
team. They have helped us strengthen our relationship with our long-
term sponsors like Wright Evan Partners, ADASA and Guild insurance
and brought on many new sponsors and sweet food deals. 
 
Sukhmani and Brendan with their Student Affairs team have organised
numerous AAPDPs, workshops and grad talks on just about every topic
of dentistry that the school does and doesn’t cover. Showing BDS1 how
to hide the flaws in their rubber dams for their practical assessment was
also quite an experience!
 
Where would the dent camp, all the pubcrawls, and the grand dental
ball be without the events committee, led by Annika and Matviy! The
tremendous amount of behind the scenes work that the team has put in
to make sure that we can all have a good time cannot go unnoticed.
Not being sent any invoices for damage post-event is another plus!
Marketing team, led by Ashi, worked closely with all other portfolios
and provided us with the most beautiful designs for banners and
apparel. Their talent is showcased in the Insta stories they put up,
which also improved our social presence.
 
The publications team, led by Jingyang, took Al Dente podcasts to the
next level covering diverse topics starting from ILA to specialties like
OMFS and Special Needs Dentistry. Jingyang is a talented host and all
the episodes have been informative and enjoyable; minus the one where
we had to listen to our own voice. 

VIce-President's Address
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All the events organised by Renya and her comm aid team including the
SleepOut and Trivia for Timor has been a huge success and they’ve also
helped bring our relationship with Adelaide Medical Students Society (AMSS)
together by introducing the food drive.
 
Last but not least, our IT team, led by Doug, has done an amazing job
introducing some new technology like digital memberships and the AUDSS
Discord channel to help transition the incoming committee and facilitate
communication between different portfolios. Thanks for being our tech
support for just about everything.
 
The AUDSS calendar has definitely been full on with social and academic
events throughout 2022, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank all
the committee members and staff for the time and effort they’ve put in to
organise and run these events successfully! As the year went on, we could
really see ourselves growing as a team, and whilst it’s sad that our time has
come to an end, we’re so proud of all the achievements we’ve made together.
 
All the best to the incoming committee of 2023, it can be challenging at
times, but will definitely be one of your most rewarding and memorable
experiences!
 
 
Scarlett Kim
AUDSS Vice President

VIce-President's Address
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“I like firsts. Good or bad, they’re always memorable.” —Ahsoka Tano, The
Mandalorian 
 
Pre-clinical weeks rushed past before I could catch a breath, and soon we
were welcoming our spirited Freshers, greeting our lovely Patron, Dr Anna
Murray, and taking committee photos. Social and educational events were
lined up one by one – I was most excited for this year’s Trivia for Timor, a
fundraising quiz night! While we were supporting a meaningful cause, it was
also a nice get-together, catching up with our year mates who we barely see
throughout the week due to our busy clinical schedules. I am definitely
looking forward to attending future runs! 

It has been a rewarding experience working alongside the various portfolios,
and being able to support them wherever possible. Taking on this role has
helped me grow as an individual and team player. The dedication I have seen,
perspectives the committee members shared, spirit and efforts invested were
admirable.
 
To the amazing committee and everyone involved in the AUDSS, thank you.
 
As the year comes to an end, hope you enjoyed the eventful year as much as
I did, and have forged long-lasting friendships. 
To the graduating class, congratulations and all the best for your future
endeavours! 
 
au revoir 
Denise Yap 
AUDSS Secretary

Secretary's Report
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Treasurer's Report
2022 was a stunning year. It has been a great pleasure being your Treasurer
and working alongside many of you. A special mention to Sponsorships (who
have done an incredible job getting all our sponsors this year) and all other
portfolios, who made it possible to have our events this year and still stay in
the positive.

This was a year where expenses seemed to have shot through the roof. From
food and drinks to accommodation and bar tabs, everything rose in price due
to uncontrolled global events. We tried our best to stick to the budget but
understandably we ended up slightly over. To offset this, we had to up our
prices some events (as many of you have noticed). This has allowed us to
enjoy the events we love every year and still keep our balance sheet in the
positive!

Earlier in the year we looked at a new digital way of implementing AUDSS
memberships which made it easier to keep track of members and possibly
open up a way for new payment options in the future. All expenses and
revenue throughout the year were meticulously imputed into a spreadsheet
which it made it a lot easier to track each portfolio’s expenditure at a glance.
Apart from a few unknown payments with our contactless Square machine
and some budget discrepancies, everything was smooth sailing.

Overall, it was an enjoyable experience for me to meet and work with my
fellow upper year execs. Thank you for helping with my transition into this
role and best of luck for the future!

Roderick Choi
AUDSS Treasurer 2022
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What a year it has been for the Partnerships portfolio. Significant
benefactions had been made to the students from all our sponsors, old and
new. I would like to acknowledge the strong ongoing relationships the
AUDSS has with our principal partners who have stuck by us through thick
and thin: Wright Evan Partners, the Australian Dental Association South
Australian Branch, and Guild Insurance.

There were many highlights throughout the year, made possible by the
substantial income received by the AUDSS. The Loupe trade show was a
success, new food deals were made and the running of our remarkable talks
and events were ensured by the keenly attuned Student Affairs and Events
team respectively. We also saw an influx of myriad private clinics across
Australia offering financial support and unique graduate opportunities for the
outgoing Adelaide dental students. The graduating cohort will also receive
the “New Grad Pack” that Chris curated last year to help them in their
dentistry journey in their first year out. Best of luck.
 
To round off 2022 on a great note, I would like to express my gratitude to
the executive team members, especially Derek and Scarlett (President and
Vice President). A special thanks also to my general committee members, Eda
and Shane who have performed admirably this year.

It has been my pleasure to see everything all come together and I hope that
Partnerships will continue to enable exhilarating content for all dental
students.
 
Signing off with joie de vivre,
 
Derrick Zheng
AUDSS Partnerships Executive  

Partnerships Report
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Student Affairs Report
If there’s one portfolio which spits out a LOT of dental facts, it’s undoubtedly
Student Affairs. With 2022 coming to an end, there truly comes a moment
when we begin to reflect upon the amazing (yet also stressful :P) moments
throughout this year. As your power duo and wonderful executive officers, we
are so grateful to everyone who comes to our events and helps us to pull off
this amazing feat. Timely communication and emailing has played a huge role
in facilitating the premise of extracurricular learning which I am sure
everyone in the AUDSS is grateful for. 

We would love to give a shoutout to our amazing general & sub-committee
who have been liaising with dentists and specialists throughout the year to
help bring these events to fruition. To our speakers, dentists and dental
representatives who presented and participated in the MI Workshop, Endo
Access Workshop, AAPDPs, SSCs, Grad Packs -> your efforts are simply
immeasurable. Thank you for sharing your clinical wisdom and helping us to
become better dental practitioners for the future. To the seniors of AUDSS,
we are super grateful for your time in helping us to hold 2 Buddy Day events
for our incoming 1st year buddies in slowly getting accustomed to dental
school. 

Thank you so much for an amazing Year!! Good luck Andreew Chan and
Daniel Lim in 2023. I am sure you will both do an amazing job as future exec
leaders in the Student Affairs portfolio. 

-    Sukhmani and Brendan
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Another year of Community Aid done!!! 

It has been an absolute pleasure being your community aid executive officer
this year, and seeing some of you guys at our events :-)) I hope you had a
great time giving back to the community we live in!

This year has been our first “normal” year post-COVID and we have been so
fortunate to have our lifestyles *pretty* similar to what it was pre-COVID
(I’ve personally sacked the face shield to go over the Detmold masks
though). Giving back to the community as part of the AUDSS was incredibly
fun and rewarding (and also extremely busy). Obtaining donations which
would act as incentive for students to attend was a challenge, but it worked
in bringing more students to our events- congratulations to y’all who won
the Yo-Chi and the Marrakech vouchers!

I would also like to thank my general and sub committee who have put in so
much effort into organising and hosting this years’ events- the community
aid portfolio would not have been as successful without you (especially
when I caught COVID after a bender weekend and was instead shivering on
my bed on the night of SleepOut- not great timing!!). This year, we also
succeeded in our aim to increase student involvement and fundraise to help
communities in need.

Sausage Sizzle
Held in collaboration with ADASA, it was great to see students come down to
grab a bite after clinic (sorry no free KFC/ pizza this time), and to see so
many people enjoying themselves on a Thursday afternoon! 

SleepOut
Unfortunately I had caught COVID and was unable to be there, but I did see
lots of pictures and videos of those who came to support the cause on a cold
Friday night in the middle of winter. It looked like a great time, and the food
especially looked amazing! Thank you to those who fundraised, donated and
bought raffle tickets!

Dental Health Awareness Week (DHAW)
Of course, freebies are the way to everyone’s heart- many students flocked
to our stalls at the Hub and at the AHMS to grab some Colgate, Oral B and
Sensodyne samples. We also provided oral hygiene instructions. It was great
to see non dentistry students engaging and asking specific questions about
their oral hygiene!

Donation Drive
This was the first year that the AUDSS has held a donation drive. This year,
we also decided to do it in collaboration with the AMSS- honestly a huge
success with numerous donations which took us quite a while to sort
through. The donations were provided to The Welcoming Centre, which
supports refugees. Thanks to all who donated!

Community Aid Report
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Trivia for Timor  
Organising Trivia for Timor was by far the most stressful, especially because
I didn't want to disappoint Dr Lerche- I’ve heard that he has a 5483 page
book of fun facts that he reads in preparation for Trivia for Timor. I hope the
questions didn’t disappoint him! The night flew by so quickly and was
amazing, with everyone indoors on a Friday night when it was raining cats
and dogs outside, the room was filled with laughter, people fighting over the
silent auction for the abnormally large teapot, and Dr Li buying $100 worth
of raffle tickets.

Thank you for an outstanding year and your participation to make the most
of 2022! Good luck to Vatsala Bhatia, I am so excited to see what 2023 offers!

Signing off xoxo 

Renya 
AUDSS Community Aid Executive Officer

Community Aid Report
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It’s been a pleasure being the “AUDSS tech guy” this year in addition to my usual
role as the “class tech support”. I’ve overseen a number of technical changes
implemented this year ranging from ticket sales, membership sales, usage of
Discord for AUDSS committee work, to redesigns for the Al Dente podcast. 

I’d like to thank the other committee members of the AUDSS for trying out
Discord as the committee workspace this year on my recommendation. Although
there was a learning curve for some, we’ve been able to observe some significant
advantages including increased organisation of planning as well as archiving of
relevant topics for next year’s committee to peruse if needed. 

I’d like to recognise Ashi’s efforts that converted us to using QPay this year for
AUDSS membership purchases. With QPay, we’ve been able to design and
integrate our slick new digital wallet passes for AUDSS members that are a vast
improvement to the old boring stickers that have been used since I was in BDS1
(and probably earlier). 

Thanks also to James Paik, my general committee member, for diligently
uploading GILs and other academic resources on behalf of Student Affairs (Suki
and Brendan). 

Thank you Derek, Scarlett, and Denise for always keeping me well organised and
giving me constructive feedback on how to further improve the site and
committee Discord.  

Thanks Sponsorships (Derrick) for keeping me updated about the latest hot deals
you’ve secured for us so that I can ensure the site is updated as well as pass the
info onto the students. 

Thanks Mr. Roderick the Treasurer for working with me to sort out all the Square
and banking mysteries that we encountered earlier in the year. I admire your
thoroughness and meticulousness when hunting down and solving discrepancies
in the numbers.

Thank you to Events (Annika and Matviy) and Marketing (Ashi) for always
responding to my inquiries in a timely manner and providing me with everything
I need to construct whatever page is required for an event. 

It was a pleasure to work with Renya for the two signature Comm Aid events of
Sleepout and Trivia for Timor. The technical side of these two events went
incredibly smoothly this year thanks to her dedication, preparedness, and
remarkable communication with her committee and myself.

Thank you for Jingyang’s patience as we had a series of road bumps at the
beginning of the year trying to change the podcast over to the new name and
design. Your dedication to the podcast is admirable and your enthusiasm as a
host is obvious to all the listeners. The next Publications exec has big shoes to
fill!

IT Report
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Lastly, there are a wide array of small changes I’ve made to the backend of
the website in order to clean up clutter and make it easier for the next IT
Exec to carry on the torch. At the time of this article, my successor hasn’t yet
been elected (editor's note: congrats Brendan Nham!), but I’m sure that they
will do an excellent job of continuing to fulfill the integral responsibility of
IT. 

May the IT Gods be with you,
Doug Lam, AUDSS IT Exec 2022

IT Report
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There’s no way you’ve gone through this year without being asked,
“How’s dentistry going? First year going well?” Out of courtesy, you’ve
either said, “Oh it’s good” or, “My stress levels are going through the
roof”–usually with no in-between. So open wide and let’s look back
onto the “in-between” of BDS1...

A quick rundown of the AUDSS events, for the year group that
“attends the most events”. It all kicked off with Buddy Day, where I
knew more buddies than people in our actual cohort. Who knew this
wholesome sit-in-a-circle-and-mingle event was followed by our first
encounter of the AUDSS go-to club, Atlantis, for the Traffic Light
Party. Getting relationship advice from a third year in the Atlantis
bathrooms was an alternate way of meeting upper year buddies, surely.

Freshers’ BBQ was our next taste of what the AUDSS had to offer. A
12pm boat race introduced us freshers to the cariogenic tradition of
the dental cohort. This inter-cohort competition made its second
appearance during the annual Dzintari ‘Dent Camp’. Hosted on the day
before our very first summative test, ‘Dent Camp’ was a concoction of
unexpectedly impressive superhero-villain costumes, cowboy rowdiness
and a reminder to revise the lyrics of ‘Untouched’ by the Veronicas.
Special mention to our uncoordinated, inter-year assembly of Jokers
on the first night.
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Soon after the fun and games, we had our very first clinic session at
the clinic–where we still get lost at–TAFE Gillies Plains. Making non-
lethal mistakes within our clinic trios (e.g. when my operator’s
tweezers mistakened my labial mucosa as a cotton roll) put our patient
confidentiality skills to the test. But most importantly, we felt like real
dentists for the first time.

Outside of Friday clinics, we were in the simulation version on
Tuesday mornings. Lugging around our jingling Daiso boxes from 9am
to 5pm became a stark personality trait of the BDS1 cohort. Here’s to
tripling the frequency of sim clinic sessions for BDS2! *suggest you
dab after this, instead of raising a toast or the like*
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In between events, the mostly male cohort of BDS1 feasted their eyes
on the treasure of the 24-hour Derrimut Gym. Known as their second
home, the top of the Rundle Mall KMart was most likely more visited
than the Tuesday afternoon ‘Consolidate Apply Discuss (CAD)’
tutorials at Helen Mayo South. 

The female equivalent was, surely, the showcase of pilates reformers
on our Instagram stories. Whether it was to rehabilitate our declining
ergonomics in the sim clinic, or to burn off the CnB Burgers we used
as study fuel, suffering together in pilates was a surprising form of
stress relief that we can all benefit from.

Speaking of keeping fit, this brings us to the most active AUDSS event
of the year–the AMSS x AUDSS Dodgeball Tournament. Battling the
“real” doctors, knowing that we were all equally important healthcare
workers, brought the dental dodgeball team to a sweet victory in the
final showdown. 

On a more academic note, here’s a quick throwback to the infamous
‘feline comparative anatomy’ exam question. Oh, and the 4-assignment
week (5, if you had radiography) following our Sem 2A Summative
Test. The only way to cope with this stress was to drink our worries
away with ironically sugary drinks. My most embarrassing memory this
year was walking into a CAD 20 minutes late with Gong Cha in one
hand, and Dr Parker asking where her share of bubble tea was.
Nonetheless, our soaring stress levels were always comforted by the
humbling “Wait, that was a cat? I thought it was a frog” group chat
messages seconds after the exams finished… 
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BDS Class of 2026 group chat highlights
• Ryan “Loosest-Unit-Award” Nahza and Krishna “Krish” Parmar competing
for chat comedian by sending post-exam memes
• 70% of the chat consisting of events reminders (shoutout to the select
few who emoji-react to them)
• Messages “going over the word count”
• More emoji reactions for messages for pub crawl or afterparty updates
compared to GILs or charity events
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The philanthropic side of BDS Class of 2026 also revealed itself over
this year. Lending a helping hand at the St Mary’s Magdalene Church
by serving three-course meals to homeless and underprivileged guests
was a way for us to continue helping others outside of the clinic
doors. It was rewarding to serve and get to know guests like James,
whose family was “all criminals” but studies constitutional law in his
free time, and who recommended me a couple of Australian-published
novels. 

The AUDSS Comm-Aid Sleepout was also a night of charity and
camaraderie, especially when the sole BDS1 Team + AUDSS Secretary
Denise won first place in the mini-competitions (see below for the
award-winning shrek cookies). Also, a shout out to Yemo “Minju” Koo
for buying the 91-100 raffle tickets when ticket 90 was drawn for Prada
sunglasses and ticket 101 was drawn for 4 Adelaide Zoo tickets. 
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The Insight Amazing Raise was also a charitable success, as Team ‘The
One Dentist that Doesn’t Recommend’ collected over 40 business
cards as a special mission. Arnav “EBD-Lover” Kapoor, Lora “Dong”
Ding, Hana “Mighty-Midget” Asyrua and Ajay “Sesh-Gremlin” Rindani
found themselves scoring a free $15 Yo-Chi voucher each, and calories
burned from their stroll through the (wrong) botanical gardens.

Last but not least, was our Grand Dent Ball at the InterContinental
Hotel. An upgrade from our blue, Friday clinic coats, our Saturday
night suits and gowns seemed to be the “stars” of the night (in
reference to the “Starry Night” theme). However, the events following
the closure of the ball were vaguely similar to those of the dental pub
crawl earlier this year–living up to the “party enamel” title.

It’s been ??, so please rest up and “try to look after yourself” like Mr
Joseph Peel (ILA 1.1, 2022)!

–– from Val :) (Valerie Yung)
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We started second year on Monday, the 14th of February. Yes,
Valentine’s day. Did that make it the year we all fell madly in love with
dentistry, ready to give up our free time and sanity in exchange for a
“satisfactory” rather than “borderline” composite? The jury’s still out
on that one. Truthfully, I’ve spent a lot of this year counting down:
counting down the days until mid-semester break, counting down the
minutes I have left to complete this restoration, counting down the
lectures I still have to catch up on. So, for this review of second year, it
seemed only right to try counting forwards this time—reflecting on the
experiences we’ve gained this year. In true haphazard, non-systematic
student fashion (sorry, Dr Lekkas), I’ve missed a few along the way, but
I’m sure you can fill in the gaps with your own crazy year.

Two is the obvious choice to start with—it’s the number of years we’ll
have made it through by the time the Probe is released. That’s 40% of
our degree. Exciting? Scary? A bit of both.

Three is the number of sim sessions we suffered through every week.
They say that good things come in threes, but I think anyone who’s
come out the other side of BDS2 would beg to differ. Three different
tutors, three hours listening to the suction, and three perfectly good
plastic teeth to destroy. We’ve learnt how to hold back tears when Dr
Dina (fairly) roasts us, straighten up when Dr Lerche creeps up behind
us, whip the burs out of our handpieces when we hear Dr Poppy’s mic
crackle on, and ask Dr Sandra what she’s making for dinner. It’s true,
what every upper year tells you about BDS2 sim: it’s tough,
demoralising at times and soul-crushing at others. Three sessions per
week is a lot when you suck in every single one. Especially when the
person sitting behind you produces a work of art to rival Picasso, then
saunters out at 2pm on the dot. (Yes, Bobby, that’s you.) But, from
satisfying incisal fractures to dreaded cusp replacements in amalgam,
we slowly saw improvement. My manikin no longer bites together, but it
takes me aback to look at the shapeless, leaky fillings I have from the
start of the year and compare them to the tooth-like structures sitting
alongside them. Plus, my parents are now convinced I could work as a
qualified dentist.

Four is the number of muscles of mastication. Or do we count the
digastric? There’s nothing quite like breezing into Dr Ranjitkar’s classes
half an hour late with an iced coffee in one hand and an iPad in the
other, only to realise you could’ve waited another fifteen minutes
because he’s still cracking jokes. We never quite worked out how that
photo of a horse was relevant to so many anatomy topics, but it was
pretty cute.… Following such informative lectures, we had the
opportunity to get up close and personal with the cadavers in the Ray
Last Laboratory. The scent of formaldehyde made us weirdly hungry,
but somehow it felt wrong biting into my sandwich after listening to my
group talk about how much human remains look like shredded chicken.

Five is the number of hours of we sleep. When they said second year
keeps you busy, we foolishly assumed they meant… year twelve exams
busy. Working 40 hours a week at your summer job busy. Two of your
friends have birthdays on the same day busy. Nope, they mean BDS2
busy. Does anyone else have constant migraines?
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Seven is the hour I was blessed to leave clinic on days when all went
well. Praise be to Dr Wissam and our common desire to just go home.
Night clinics (plus the subsequent dinners) are something of a dental
students’ rite of passage, but it’s one I could pass on. Being in the ADH
came with its pros, like no more damp dusting, and a stunning sunset
over the city for us to stare into while being berated by our tutors…
and naturally its cons, ranging from the skinny lockers to the clunky
continental delivery system. It’s not like I really wanted to dry the
teeth in quadrant two, anyway.

Eight is the number of family and friend clinic sessions we had. It was a
little weird to not be able to turn to our patients and whisper, “um,
have I forgotten something?" We’re grateful to the roommates, mums,
boyfriends, and sometimes total strangers who signed up to be our
guinea pigs over the past few months under the guise of “free dental
treatment.” We proudly took our first x-rays on real patients, practised
debridement on perfectly clean teeth and familiarised ourselves with
the maze that is Titanium.

Ten is the number of sore fingers we each had after perio workshops
with Dr Selbach. Plus two sore arms. Still, it was pretty satisfying to
see that pink glitter nail polish scraping away. I’m grateful to Casey
(more properly known as Acacsia Lord, BOH) for sitting in a row near
me so I could vaguely copy what she was doing.

Twenty is what felt like the number of lectures we had each week in
Sem 1. Embryology, endocrinology, odontogenesis, microbiology… I’m
not going to summarise them here. You’ve all suffered enough.

Twenty-five is the approximate number of people who attended our
local anaesthesia ILA :/ The class of 2025 rests easy knowing that LA
refers to the city of angels, a block is a boxing move and nerves are
what you calm by breathing deeply. Burnout hit the BDS2 cohort (and
our attendance levels) pretty hard in this last stretch of the year, but
still, we’ve learnt a few things in Barr Smith South. Reading a pedigree
is kinda important. TRIM is essential. CLP now means cleft lip & palate,
on top of clinic learning plan—what was that Dr Lekkas said about not
over-abbreviating?

And for an honorary decimal, 0.05 is the number that we no longer use
to determine the outcome of a research paper. Dr Haag may have
killed the p-value, but she saved our year in EBD with her easy-to-
follow slideshows.

So, maybe it wasn’t quite the year that we fell head-over-heels in love
with dentistry. Maybe it was a year we’re all glad to see the back of.
But it was also the year we got to experience what it’s like to work
inside the ADH, invite patients into our chairs, drill and fill (on plastic),
calm angry patients during VPP and juggle enough tasks to rival a
circus. Thank you and goodbye, BDS2!

-Ella George
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Practising our hand skills at SleepOut!

On our way to Atlantis in March, ready to corner
some freshers and give them unsolicited advice

like the dental veterans we are.

Some of the second years at ball :)
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Being ½ dentist and ½ dead, we meekly shuffled into PCPC clinic with the
shared sense of impending doom clouding over everyone’s minds – i.e.,
meeting real patients.  Gone were the days where we could twist our sim
manikin heads beyond the extremes of normal human anatomy and doing the
same to our heads so we could use direct vision in all situations.

Consequently, with our skills severely lacking (and our confidence even
more so), we charged on into battle. To be fair, our patients had their own
battles to fight as they lay in the appointment chair for a straight 2.5 hours
for half an exam. Some chose to retreat and didn’t even show up, which we
celebrated before realising the FTAs just accumulated and we didn’t have
enough work to be marked on. Cue the panicked calls we would bombard
our patients with (sometimes at the ungodly hours of 8am) as we borderline
begged them to come in so we could have a chance of passing the year. 

The shared trauma of our first real patient experiences resulted in
questionable competitions – who had the least cons? Who had the most
FTAs? Who had the most cleans? Yet throughout all our fumbling around
the clinic with our clunky face shields (that we bonded over our collective
hatred for), we encountered a range of cases and patients throughout the
year (that, honestly speaking, no amount of VPP could have prepared us for)
– from ones we couldn’t wait to refer off to ones we ran back to our tutors
for help with (just as we did for almost everything else in clinic). 

Alongside our new schedule of 2 clinic sessions a week, this year also
marked our first time with a perio support tutor. The game of perio bingo
began as they checked every single pocket down to the mm and we would
change the numbers as we slowly realised how wrong our perio depths were
the more they progressed through the mouth. A game of Guess Who
(Titanium version) was also played as we struggled to find correct Titanium
codes among the thousand other codes we didn’t even know existed (and to
this day, still don’t know about). 

This level of chaotic energy was mirrored when we proudly celebrated our
first cohort representative in the exclusive Adelaide Uni Love Letters (😉😉),
and in a similar tumultuous fashion, our lectures followed suit, especially
with the chocolate missiles in perio. 

With semester 2, and thus, our BDS3 half ball, around the corner, we also
held a bake sale to raise money the ball. A big thank you to all who
supported the sale, including many of the dental school staff (not to
mention Dr Lekkas, who, for very good reason, convinced customers to buy
the sugar free brownies. Get on top of that OHI, guys.) We enjoyed the
fruits of our labour throughout these long, arduous years at the ball, where
awards were presented, and Dr Lekkas and Dr Ranjitkar won best dressed
(and rightfully so). 

It was also in semester 2 that we had our first taste of the specialties,
starting with our fixed pros 6-9pm sim sessions, where we discovered our
mutual hatred for the ProTemp4 temp crowns (god only knows how many we
made just to end up with an equally bad, or maybe even worse looking, final
temp crown). Endo sim sessions came soon after, which proved to be an
onslaught of obstacles one after the other. From fishing out hundreds of
dollars for fake teeth from our already severely worn-down bank accounts to
lining up for half the session just for an x-ray – I could go on further but I
wouldn’t be able to fit it all here (like how the endo teeth don’t fit in our
models and we had to glue them in with wax, making them stick out way
above the occlusal plane. Most severe case of supraocclusion most of us
have seen, I’m sure.) The only saving grace we could turn to in these
troubling times was Dr Aaron Seet – bless him and his trusty endo
microscope.
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Our struggles only continued, manifesting this time in our ongoing
conflict with FeedbackFruits in ortho (I can never see fruits the same
way again). The slew of assignments and presentations this year only
added onto the havoc (not to also mention VPP round 2, which deserves
its own section so I can delve into all the creative ways we used to
wriggle our way out of the scenarios).

BDS3 came with its own ups and downs but at the end looking back on it
all, we came a long way compared to where we started in the year. It was
a big year for all of us. We were able to put into practice everything
we’ve learnt across the years and finally combine it all to do what we all
came here wanting to do - build patient relationships, manage their oral
health and treat their dental problems across multiple appointments. For
organising this entire year and allowing us to grow as clinicians and
people, I’m sure we cannot thank our coordinators, Dr Stow and Dr
Murray, enough for chasing us up on forgotten work and for the timely
announcements (which I’m sure all of us needed at one point or another).
Most importantly, thank you to all my fellow BDS3 classmates, who have
kept me company throughout all the 8am lectures, the 6-9pm sim
sessions, the ortho CBD sessions and more. I’m proud of all of us for
sticking through to get to this halfway point and can’t wait to see what
else we get up to in the remaining ½ of our dental school adventures <3

-Dalena Ly
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BDS 4, 80% dentists, so close yet so far. 

The year kicked off with PCPC and us bleary- eyed as we carried our
toolboxes and dragged our unwilling bodies into a hub central so
empty we can hear our echoes. Things went from 0-100 as we started
our 8 to 4 grind from the very get-go with lots of fixed pros and
endo. After a gruelling month with lots of tears, sweat, sleep debts,
fixed pros debts and COVID scares, we successfully made it out
ready for some real work in clinic. 

Dentisting 101 begins we start semester 1 clinic and got gobsmacked
with a whole sea of different specialities. For the first time ever all
these years, state-wide clinics became part and parcel of our
schedules as everyone scrambled to find their way to Marion, Gilles,
Noarlunga and Elizabeth. Suffice to say, these journeys were filled
with excitement and also lots of panic as we battled the morning
traffic to get there on time. Though hectic, it was truly rewarding to
begin our learning in a huge array of specialities and finally seeing
the bits and pieces of clinic come together into one holistic
treatment plan. Honourable mention to our batch for being the first
batch to do pen and paper assessments since COVID hit. It was at
this moment when we realised, the keyboard is mightier than both the
sword and the pen (aiish). 

Of course, BDS 4 is not just all work and no fun. As a batch, we are
determined to show everyone what work-life balance is as we, the
reigning champions of Boat Racing, never fail to disappoint with our
stellar extra-curricular records. At Dent Camp, we yet again defended
our Boat Racing title and won Scavenger Hunt. From the looks of it,
we shall once again prove our excellence until we graduate (sorry
other years). 

To end off an eventful semester 1, a good number of us went for the
ADSA Melbourne convention, enjoying some relaxing hot springs,
gala ball and trade shows. Truly a well-deserved break.   

Figure 1: Dorm shot at Dent Camp 2022, everyone loves a good break
from school.
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Despite a measly 1 week July break, semester 2 started off on “high
hopes”. What first greeted us all were the 100+ deadlines that MyUni
vomited into our inboxes. Clinic upped a notch as the looming unit
requirements got our group chat buzzing alive with requests and
refers. Lots of us also got exciting opportunities with SNU
observations and increased OD opportunities, a nod to our tireless
campaign against OD inequality. Needless to say, the highlight of this
semester is the placement preferencing scheme that will quite
literally determine our lives for year 5. Without a doubt, much
excitement and anticipation is expected as we now know where we
shall go to for placements and who we will be living with under one
roof for 3 months. 

To end off, 2022 is a year of many firsts. First time heading to new
state-wide clinics, first time using the lab boxes and first time
knowing belongings can get stolen at level 10 (wow indeed). Despite
all the ups and downs of this rollercoaster ride, all of us cannot be
more excited for year 5 as we make the best use of our last year in
BDS as budding dentists. Thank you to our amazing lecturers and
tutors for solidifying our foundations and inspiring us in our dental
journeys. And of course, a huge thank you to the batch of 2023. I’m
honoured to have served as your class rep for the past years and will
definitely miss your faces as we head off for our placements which
will carry us far and wide.

-Angel Feng 

Figure 2: The 2022 obligatory end of year class photos as always, feat.
Margie who unintentionally photobombed us with her ever jolly bright
pink hair. 
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If you think studying four years at the second-best dental school in all of
Australia (25th in the world), would make the final year the EASIEST of
them all - you’d be absolutely, 100%, right. After spending a whole year
learning how to retract a lip with a mirror AND a cotton roll; one year
charting 5mm pocket depths in family and friends (or in some cases the
random guy in the food court 1 hour before); one year spending 2.5
hours for a comprehensive examination; and then BAM a year of almost
every dental specialty on a fortnightly basis – what more preparation did
we need for the gruelling 1.5 days of clinic per week in fifth year.

After returning from a 4-week summer break, we were back to school
with a week of preclinical lectures that were examinable (this meant
attending the zoom, and then once the exam stress kicked three months
later, view it again, this time paying attention – not recommended).
Then, some of us left Adelaide to begin our rural/interstate placements,
while others in metro clinics enjoyed a few more weeks break while
COVID protocols were being established.

Rural placements are determined by the ‘Craven randomisation
algorithm’ – you put in your preferences for rural + metro placements
and then are randomly assigned a stream. I was assigned to Whyalla, the
more rural of the rural placements, unfortunately (or so I thought). As
with everything in life, it’s what you make of it and the people you’re
with, and this is what made rural placement in Whyalla some of the best
time of my life. Sweetened by perks such as 5-min walk to clinic (yes to
waking up at 8:25am and making it to clinic on time for a 9am patient),
weekly cleaning ladies (<3), and own bathrooms (sorry to the med
students we evicted because we caught COVID). We sampled the local
cuisine, visited the local sites, joined the gym, and I personally took part
in my first triathlon!! There were taco nights, rice paper roll nights,
learning to shotgun + vortex a beer, and a cheeky visit to the Port Lincoln
group for some seafood + rock pool snorkelling + oyster tour. Thank you
so much to the staff at the rural clinics for accepting us and ensuring we
abide by clinic protocols. And thank you so much to the tutors who make
the trek to each of the rural placements so that we were able to get a
taste of rural practice. To the younger years, rural placement is
something to look forward to. For these one or two 3-month blocks, it's
(ideally) 5 days a week of clinic, which is the closest you’ll get to the real
world; and exploring and trying new things such as a new city/town are
one of the joys of life.
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Metro placements are 1.5 days a week at one of ADH, Gillies Plains,
Marion or Noarlunga. 1.5 days means ‘ample time to study’ for the end
of block exams or completing the online modules that are sprinkled
throughout the year, giving us those last few tidbits of knowledge on
the GDP + specialties, as well as intro to implants. Some people have
taken up to getting part-time jobs, usually as DAs, with the extra time.
Highly recommend getting in earlier in the year. By around August, the
DA jobs aren’t too keen on training you just to work to the end of the
year, and are instead interested if you are able to stay on – in which
case it’s a perfect for getting a foot into a job (if you aren’t interstate
or international). Some students are getting on with their honours.
Some are getting on with SNU rotations (keep in mind if you’re
interested in this, you need to pick your placement preferences such
that Thursdays are open). Limited clinic times also means needing to
get clinical experience elsewhere, through shadowing practices or
specialties of interest, or logging a few volunteer sessions at Common
Grounds or the OMSU.

It's the final year and time spent with others definitely hits a bit
different. Whether it be at the last few uni events (ever) or seeing the
cohort all together for a(n) lecture/exam, in a few months, everyone’s
going their separate ways. Highly recommend the Marion group (or
any clinical placement group for that matter) to go around to the local
pubs and enjoy the parma + pint deals. Whether it be to avoid the peak
hour traffic, recover from a full day of getting grilled by Dr. Vu, or
spend some time in the company of people you’ve seen for years but
never really got to know. 

To the staff at the University of Adelaide Dental School retired and
present – coordinators, lectures, and tutors, thank you so much for
what you have given us over these past 5 years. The progression of the
clinical experience (especially relative to some other courses) has
been great, gradually easing us into the challenge that is clinical
dentistry and all its branches; as well as the lectures + ILAs which
allow us to explore important concepts, and experience a patient
before seeing them for real in the dental chair. Through the transition
from the old dental hospital to the new one (and all the challenges
associated with that), as well as the more recent and unprecedented
challenges that came with COVID, we know you have had and will
continue to have the learning and wellbeing of the students at heart.
Thank you to the recently retired Prof Skinner – I do not think there
was anyone more fit to teach patient-centred care, and has personally
shaped my practice for the better. Thank you to our coordinators:
Prof Parker (not Farmer @Kamran) for your teachings in cross-cultural
communication, an integral part of Australian culture; Prof Lekkas for
your unbelievably hard work throughout and coordination of BDS2;
Prof Lerche & Prof Stow for getting us through BDS3/COVID in
(relatively) one piece; and Prof Broughton, Prof Yakin and Prof
Barazanchi for getting us through the debacle that was online
invigilated exams and providing as much catch-up clinical experience
as possible in BDS4 and 5. 
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To the younger years, take advantage of the plethora of resources and
clinicians available to you at the University of Adelaide. Do a research
project, shadow a specialist or general practitioner, or just pay attention
to the ones sharing their knowledge. You only get to do dental school
once, and it’s only the career you’ll be practicing the rest of your life
after all.

-Vincent Nguyen
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Firstly, I’d like to congratulate everyone who has made it to 2022 as
a final year BOH student, and those who are on their way! I can
speak for us all when I say that this whole course has been jam-
packed the whole way through. From the first year when we all had
no idea how to hold a mirror or what our tooth drawings would end
up looking like. In the second year when we combined our theory
and our practical experience when we expanded our knowledge of
how the sciences can be applied to our patients, then the fact we
saw real patients as well just made it even more hectic. But here we
all are, in our final year! Completing our Oral Health Electives,
whitening our teeth and really starting to cement our skills – and a
few crowns as well! All stressing about who has and hasn’t done a
pulpotomy and if the tutor is going to find any remaining calculus at
the base of that pocket will soon be a thing of the past! Who would
have thought after three years of studying, all during COVID so we
don’t know any other way do we. Onwards and upwards as we start to
look for jobs? But I haven’t even passed my exams yet? Oh well I
guess that’s just the way it is, isn’t it? Also, congratulations to those
who have been completing the additional placement and assessments
for the pilot program of extending our scope in the undergraduate
course to look after patients of all ages with their restorative needs. 
Despite all that has happened, we made it! Well, this far anyway.
can't wait to continue to learn and develop as a professional as we
start collaborating with our wider dental team – yes that’s you guys
BDS5 even though we haven’t ever had much to do with each other I
am sure we will meet many of you in our future workplaces! - Edward
Miller

BOH 2, hot dam! At this point it’s more of a congratulations for
surviving 2022, we've come so far from our first year developing into
practitioners who I guarantee would look alien to ourselves a year
ago. Confidence and competence are something I see in all of you,
regardless of what other assessments have shown or made you feel I
truly believe and see you all for the effort and development you put
through. The camaraderie that we have is special and heartfelt, and
something which I feel lucky to have and know has helped make this
journey all a bit warmer, Thank you Erin for all the cookies (smart to
start controlling the supply and demand of the industry for the
future), Kim, Lauren and Lauren for taking on the rep roles this year
and making sure we get the content we need, and everyone else for
just making this the best cohort I’ve ever had. 
BOH 1 for the brief time I’ve met you, I can tell you guys are smart
and diligent enough to get through this too. Next year may be
daunting, and there’s going to be a very steep hill of learning and
development, but what really matters is your heart, to be genuine,
reflective, humble and compassionate are what will shine through.
You will be meeting a lot of patients this year, and they will be in
your care, but you won't be alone. Work as a team, support each
other, because the strongest bond in Oral health are the ones you
make with your friends. - Ronan Young
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OOPS!

"Sent my patient home without a tutor check… so I gaslit Dr
Wissam into thinking he’d already dismissed her ;D"- BDS2 student

"Swished a HS F20 bur down a patients oral cavity. After standard
freak out moment, informed the clinic/tutor, sent the patient to ED

for a chest x-ray, reviewed the pt and x-ray following week. After
all that the patient apologized to me for causing such a fuss and

let me make the dentures in the future. Morale of the story: don't
rush an OD session, never discount power of building patient

rapport/review appointments/courtesy calls and always check
your burs are engaged before use"- BDS5 student

"Couldn’t remember the name of my patient when I went out to
the waiting room, ended up calling the wrong patients name and
bringing them in. Looked like a clown when I went out there again
30 seconds later and called out the correct name"- BDS4 student

"First ever filling in bds3 on a real patient, amazing anatomy,
patient thought it looked amazing. Only when typing up my notes

did I realise, I had never used any etch, primer or bond at any
stage "- BDS4 student

With dental social medial influencers on the rise and engagement on
DPR ever increasing, it's easy to become disillusioned and doubtful of
your own skills and knowledge. But mistakes are normal and common!
We've all had to start at the beginning, and if you haven't made some
mistakes, you probably just haven't done enough procedures. 

Hopefully these stories remind everyone that mistakes are okay,
improvement is why we're in dental school, and as long as we learn, and
fill out the SLS, we'll be okay!
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Probe 2021Probe 2022

Adam

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Probably a doctor 
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Dr. Corfield 100%
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
my brother… only due to lack of options 
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
I love rem pros!!
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?
an amalgam tunnel prep
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this
year to last?
Forever. Only expect the best from yourself .
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own
teeth?
Nobody, everyone in BDS5 is amazing and would do a
fantastic job! I can’t think of a single person. 
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
maybe a mirror?? I like looking at myself 
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
as many 10 leg multis as I can afford

Adam Babul

"moisture control is a myth" 

Afrah

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Florist!

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Many people! From the tutors, DAs, admin staff, lab staff and

security - people's energy, banter, corridor chit chats or simple
smile can really mean a lot! It just makes the workplace

environment much more comfortable, familiar and warm to
integrate in!

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t have the
guts?

Irrespective of guts or not, I love to try new techniques or
procedures, would be cool if we could have a go at surgical exos

independently (with supervision of course haha)! 
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this year to

last?
As long as possible hopefully! Would be glad when my patients

smile and keep chomping to their hearts desire for years on! 
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own teeth?
I trust my fellow buddies, they're all fantastic and competent

individuals! All the more options to pick a good dentist to take
care of my teeth :D 

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Polishing kit / enhanced burs haha - love the smooth vibes and

bringing sparkle / shine to peoples lives! 
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?

Gonna take my family out for a fancy dinner and buy them
exclusive prezzies! 

Afrah Dameer

"Smile big and laugh often! :D"



Probe 2021Probe 2022

Anna

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Media Advertising maybe!?

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Dr Lekkas of course!!!!!!!

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but
didn’t have the guts?

Ive always wanted to do aesthetic work… Like full on
anterior composite veneers.. But never had the

confidence to convince the tutor i could.. refer to
SRU it was :(

How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?

Honestly not too severely bad i think! Is 2-3 years
long enough? 0.0

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Hmmm.. probably an enhanced cup. I like to do the

bare minimum but also make things pretty with that
bare minimum :P 

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
I’ll save up to buy my first hard-earned Chanel hand

bag hehehe

Annaajihah Muhamad

"Anna"

Ange

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Bean counter
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Tracey Winning!
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
My good friend FTA
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
Yes I wash my clinic coat
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?
Shirtless dental
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this
year to last?
Until death do us part
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own
teeth?
Nithya :-)
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Enhanced bur. Thicc, reliable and encouragable!
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
A ship

 Andrew Murdock

"Sharpest tool in the shed"



Probe 2021Probe 2022

 hello hello 

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a
dentist?

dermatologist aka pimple/cyst popper 
How long do you expect the restorations you

placed this year to last?
As long as they can 

Who from BDS5 would you never let work on
your own teeth?

Never go to a student dentist >.< 
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 

Bayonet is god-sent 
What are you going to buy with your first

paycheck?
Whatever my parents want

Cecilia Har

"keep moving forward"

Bern(y)

How long do you expect the restorations you
placed this year to last?
as in, the one's i've already re-treated? or
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your
own teeth?
Kyle Lye. He's just gonna successfully convince
me that I need crowns on all my teeth
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
why are these questions so hard, this is way too
stressful and kinda out of syllabus.. can you just
ask me to list the steps for a maxillectomy
instead?
What are you going to buy with your first
paycheck?
hire a physiotherapist on retainer

Bernard Lee

"feeling triumphant after a gruelling day of

88011s"
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cs

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
mukbang streamer

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Candice

What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
Patient FTA 15 minutes into session

Tutor: "go check if your patient is here"
Me: *walks to toilet and back to chair*

Me: "Yeah patient is not here"
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but

didn’t have the guts?
Play table tennis on the DA's table

How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?

100
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your

own teeth?
kah ming han 

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
The high speed DN bur

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
not buy a shitbox

Chung Shen Yong

Hao

Chia Hao Yang

 
Grace's other half

What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
Yeah, I can get that done in an hour :)

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
A Panasonic rice cooker

Chayra Wong

Charlotte 

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
A private investigator   
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
"Yup, I've charted all pocket depths (accurately)!" 
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
The explorer 
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Food, plenty of desserts and sweets (after working
hard at giving dietary advice  😉) 

Charlotte Goh

"How I de-stress after a long

week out on placements""Me and one of my restorations"

"Discovered my pollen allergy"

"Out for dinner~"
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Darrshini

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Into my savings ! To be able to feel that contentment
every time you think about it :) 

Darrshini Parthibhan

"Keep smiling :)"

Declan Candy
The pretty one

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Worlds Strongest Man

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date
with?

Jon Crowhurst
Who is your favourite person in ADH?

same bloke filing out this questionnaire
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?

Yeah I luxed for like 5 minutes and the tooth was super
mobile, not sure why it de-coronated

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but
didn’t have the guts?

Idk? Lol
How long do you expect the restorations you placed

this year to last?
What do you mean? They’re suppose to last forever

those restos I did in sim are still going strong how
could it be any different? 

Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your
own teeth?

Probably wouldnt let anyone touch my teeth
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 

Trusty ol’ L10, sharp, pretty and guaranteed to cut
your gums in the process

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Prolly food or somethin

"Make Dentistry Great Again"

ddest

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Dr Corfield - GOAT of ADH
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
yes theres no calculus remaining

ive called them but they didnt pick up - when a pt FTAs
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
5-10 years max - definitely not longer than the crowns i
have done 
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
custom keyboard

Derek Li Kwok Cheong

"zoom lectures (2020-2021)"
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Bing -- my legal name & my nickname... Is that legal?

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
A doctor. Hehe, I'm just kidding. Probably fulfil my childhood aspirations of being a zoo
keeper. You get all the pros of being a vet like playing and looking after animals without
having to put them down (I'd like to thank my auntie for tearing down all my hopes and
dreams of wanting be become a vet as a 7yo kid) 
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Dr Lekkas! The MVP carrying the entire dental school on her back. Would we even be
graduating without her? 
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
Yes, I definitely removed ALL the calculus and double checked this too, you don't need to
look before I send the patient off
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t have the guts?
I had a patient come in for an emergency appointment demanding amalgam to restore his
fractured tooth, then proceeded to ask for a pen and paper to draw out how he would like
his tooth restored. I was 2 seconds from handing him the handpiece and letting him do it
himself.
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this year to last?
No comment. However, if any of you guys treat my patients in the future and see my
restorations, I'd just like to say I've grown so much more as a person now, I'm more mature
and worldly, and I'm worth more than just one bad filling okay... I'm worth many, MANY
bad fillings (Dr Yie, if you're reading this, I'm only referring to before 5th year of course)

Dianna Li

"POV, you and me in heaven"

Doug Lam
Doug

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Something in technology

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date
with?

Dr. Thomas Corfield
Who is your favourite person in ADH?

Dr. Thomas Corfield
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?

Yeah I did this denture design before today.
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but

didn’t have the guts?
Ditch the mask and BREATHEEEEE

How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?

Hopefully at least 5-7 years
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your

own teeth?
Plead the 5th

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
F40 HS

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
A computer for a certain someone

"The Tech Guy"
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Jiawen?

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
A chef!

How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?

Hahah as long as they don't fall out before I graduate
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your

own teeth?
Myself HAHA

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Pilates class package for my backaches

Huang Jiawen

Chayra’s other half

Which ADH staff member would you go on a
date with?

Dexter the radiograph dummy
What have you always wanted to do in clinic

but didn’t have the guts?
Press the duress button

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
I aspire to be like the L10 - a skinny legend 

Grace Tan

nil

What would your job be if you couldn’t
be a dentist?
Radiotherapist
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Dr Ibrahim

Haoran Zhang

Eunice

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a
dentist?
pastry chef
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
Ok sure. (If you know it you know it;) ) 
How long do you expect the restorations you
placed this year to last?
lol recall in 3 months
What are you going to buy with your first
paycheck?
my freedom

Eunice Tan

"my one true love"

"Story of my life"

"Ohana"

"Doggo!"
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Who?

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Competitive Eater, Food ASMR, fastest eater in SA
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Dr. Yuhong Chan, really brightens up my day!
What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
Yeah I've checked the bite, its perfect. Tutor proceeds
to use bite paper ;(
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
Long enough for the following year students to get
some more practice!
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own
teeth?
Nick Chen
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Scalpel, sharp just like eyebrows
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Sir I'd like your most expensive steak & wine, STAT

Huu Dinh

"Perfect Anatomy 10/10"

Sun; as in the Sun in the sky - my clinic group would

have heard this every time I bring patients in

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Nail Tech

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
No comment ;)

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Dr Hobby!!!!!

What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
Me: ‘Do you wanna check my patient? I’m done’ 

Tutor: ‘Are you happy with the treatment?’ 
Me: Uhhhh Yeah.. :)

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?

Scold inefficient/ rude DAs
How long do you expect the restorations you placed

this year to last?
it depends 😄

Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own
teeth?

The person who has popped into your mind… that’s the
one (wink)

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Defo plastic instrument - makes beautiful  anatomies 

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Communication CPD course

Hyun Sun Park (Sun)

"Hey I am drinking again"
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*do you really want my full name? XD

KAJAAAAI

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
mr security guard who rounds ADH at night.
used to frequently study at ADH level 1 till the
late AMs and mr security guard would always
say hi and cheer me on
What have you always wanted to do in clinic
but didn’t have the guts?
break a root on purpose so i get more surgical
practice
How long do you expect the restorations you
placed this year to last?
how long is a piece of string ;)
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
3M polishing strip - always there if you need me
What are you going to buy with your first
paycheck?
PC gaming setup

Izzah Kajai 

"the deleted photo posted on the BDS GC 20

Aug 2021 "

Huang

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Formula 1 racing driver.

What’s the biggest lie you’ve ever told a tutor?
TMJ NAD

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but
didn’t have the guts?

Telling the OMFS registrars that they’re wrong
How long do you expect the restorations you placed

this year to last?
90% survival rate >24 hours

Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your
own teeth?

AUDSS president
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 

Horico for maximum destruction
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?

Funding my formula 1 racing career. 

James Huang

"Clueless dental students in oral

surgery theatre session"
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Jalimmybro

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Tour Guide
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Hayley Potter
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but
didn’t have the guts?
Go in and pretend to be the tutor 
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
Hopefully 3-5 years
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
 Soflex disc
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
VR headset

James Lim

"Pre historic dentist"

paik

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
$$$ full time amazing raise contestant

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date
with?

The godkingeneralemperor Yu Hong Chan: polo shirt,
gold chain, and high speed L10 zero water. max bless,

zero stress.
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but

didn’t have the guts?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUpUuRXxZWU 

How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?

not as long as the Roma Mitchell building Titanium
tutorials 

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
M stock tray - horrible first impression, gag reflex

inducing, favourite colour green but environmentally
unfriendly

James Paik

"Churros my shout <3"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUpUuRXxZWU
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Jacqueline (at Noarlunga)

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Something in healthcare I guess. But also a lawyer or judge -

it would be great to be called 'Your Honour' all day,
everyday. 

What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
After having consecutive FTAs - "Yes I called my patient to

remind them about their appointment"
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this

year to last?
Forever xx

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
As much Yochi as I want and something nice for my family.

Janice Kwon

"Selling Sunset"

JT

Jason Tong

"Inspired by Top Gun"

Zang (Chinese ver. of "Jane" lol)

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Never thought of that lol
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
N/A :)
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Jess - the nicest DA!! (At Oral Surgery department, Gilles
Plains clinic!) 
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
:)
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t have
the guts?
Surgical Exo by myself lol
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this year
to last?
Hopefully 10+yrs lol
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own teeth?
Akina Wong - because she knows me too well lol
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Flat plasticcc
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Hmm... I don't know lol 

Jane Jooheui Kim

"Snap with sleeping beauty

after OS rotation lol"
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Hey you in the bushes!

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
AFL player (see picture for evidence)
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Anna Murray
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Everyone
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
Of course I perioprobed every tooth
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t have
the guts?
Request relative anaesthesia
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this year
to last?
We’ve already lost some good soldiers out there
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own teeth?
Everyone (frauds)
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Rotary endo - I follow the path of least resistance.
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
I’m not sure what I’m buying but I know where I’m spending it;
The Woolshed.

Jon Crowhurst

"Safest hands in dentistry"

jess

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
pilates instructor 
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
DR CORFIELD !!!
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
“Yup I’ve hit bone”
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own teeth?
I’ve made it 5 years without making any enemies, so let’s not
start now ya 
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
spend it on my family

Jessica Koh

"hi"

Jiehao

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
My tutor

What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
I have read all this and well prepared

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?

Wear shorts and slippers to see my patients
How long do you expect the restorations you placed

this year to last?
Long until the tooth need to be extracted 

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
A gift to my parents 

Jiehao Deng

"Can't believe I will see snow

in Australia"
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Dad

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Jim's Dentistry Franchise Manager

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date
with?

Anyone who DAs for me
Who is your favourite person in ADH?

Whoever sends me fixed pros units
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?

3Cs checked
How long do you expect the restorations you placed

this year to last?
Till December 10th

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
80K file

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Indemnity insurance

Kcin Quirk

"'Go back to University' they said, 'you'd

really enjoy it!' they said ...."

Angle

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Interior designer, or make up artist lol
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
‘Five more minutes and I will be done :)’
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t have the guts?
Play the songs in my personal playlist
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this year to last?
We’ve already lost some good soldiers out there
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own teeth?
I could tell you who I would let or actually ‘have let’ - Dianna and Darrshini. They have
taken out one of my wisdom teeth each. Slay! 
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Enhance burs (POINT ONLY, cannot be cup, cannot be disc XD)

Kai Yi Sung (Angel)

"Adelaide city at night"
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kylo!

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Professional Bodybuilder
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Dr Sarbin Ranjitkar 
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
yeah nah, I opened the contact on purpose
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
I’m quite humble so maybe 30-40 years?
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own
teeth?
Real question is who i would let work on my teeth
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
#8 K file; I break if I get too stressed.
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
A set of Directa Luxators 

Kyle Yong Xiang Lye

"I’ll fix more than just your teeth <\3"

Livana

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Choose something other than looking into mouths all

day? I could neveeeer. 
 

Dentistry was a good choice. 
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?

That I could see the MB2 canal during my first ever
molar endo...I could not see the canal...

How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?

7-10 business years
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
A small holiday and maybe a Bugatti. I might have to

wait for the second paycheck for the Bugatti though. 

Livana Hamad

"breathe through your nose & wriggle

your toes"
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Marylin

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Doctor
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
I called the patient to remind their appointment but
they never answered the call.
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but
didn’t have the guts?
Request relative anaesthesia
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
Hopefully until the patient bite down something
hard again...
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
H/S white stones + Enhance burs
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
BTS Concert Ticket

Marylin Min Ju Kwak

"Cheers to the Class of 2022"

@cbum

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Professional Bodybuilder

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Jess Ando (love u Jess) 

What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
"Yeah I've done it before no worries"

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but
didn’t have the guts?

Livestreaming my encounter with patients
How long do you expect the restorations you placed

this year to last?
Like forever? 

Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your
own teeth?

Oh so many people to choose from...
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 

Lidocaine, cos I'll numb your pain
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?

A new car... and another puppy??? 

Michael Muljadi

"I love bananas ;)" 
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Han

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a
dentist?

Streamer
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?

I learnt alot from you
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on

your own teeth?
:)

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
HS White stone, F20

Min Han Kah

"IDK"

meme / memes

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
A disappointment to my high achieving Asian family
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
I hope no one actually wrote someone 
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
“I’ve hit bone”
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?
Livestreaming my encounter with patients
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this
year to last?
8 years - if you’re not confident how are your patients
gonna trust you 
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Flat plastic

Mimi Kieu

"At least I’m not crying here"

Chow Mein, Ash Ketchum

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Marine biologist
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Jess!
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?
Dual wield luxators
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
I don't place final restos, I place long-term temporaries
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own
teeth?
Nick Chen

Nicholas Chow

"Sink or snowshoe"
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Nimi

What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
That I had revised the theory the night before and

knew what i was doing.
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but

didn’t have the guts?
Tell an annoying patient to shut up.

How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?

Just long enough for me to graduate
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your

own teeth?
Nick Chen

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Probably just going to buy food.

Nimi Omolokun

Chen

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Dr Mark - helped me consolidate paeds as an unviable
career option
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
The patient doesn't need a scale
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?
Tell patients they need to practice full body hygiene as
well as oral hygiene
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
Since BDS4, I've made sure to make checking my crown
pts titanium a monthly routine...
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Start paying off debt from the stress binge eaten food

Nick Chen

"Pt's POV when I polish their Mx

anteriors"

"."

Nithya Bangalore
Big Nith

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
D grade celebrity 
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Anna Murray
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Tina
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
Yes, of course there’s no overhang!
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
5-7 business days
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own
teeth?
Andrew Murdock
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Warwick James <3
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Apple Watch to live out my Apple fangirl dreams 

"Wisdom teeth out, looking hot x"
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Rixin Tan
Riscine

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Channelnewsasia news journalist ;) 
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but
didn’t have the guts?
Eat my entire lunch when you only have 5 mins to
head from BDS4 fixed pros clinic to GDP clinic!
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Some good food

"Whale-watching, waiting for the whales to appear"

King Pravs
What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?

Stay at home mum of 7 kids
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date

with?
Dr Kaidonis

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Tina

What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
Definitely a light contact there!

How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
Till my tan fades

Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your
own teeth?

Toby Hampson
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 

Ball Burnisher 

Praveenaa Saravanamuthu

"My face when my tutor tells me do

an amalgam"

Pai

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Probably somewhere in healthcare
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
“How’s the filling looking?” “Pretty good :))”
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but
didn’t have the guts?
Walk through the DA only corridor in ADH between
Bay C and D
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
Hopefully at least 10 years
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
The lentulo spiral on higher rpm than it’s meant to be
used at - cause I’m all over the place 
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Use it on family

Pairavi Athithan

"When your drinks have more definition

than you"
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Scar

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
? Practice manager

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Tina, we kinda already do

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Prof Lekkas, the backbone of our dental school
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?

Yea I called the patient yesterday to remind them of
their appt

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?

Call the patient out for being inappropriate
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this

year to last?
Hopefully 5 to 7 years

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Enhanced pointed - I like to smoothen things up

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
OMG SCRUBS

Scarlett Kim

"How I de-stress"

bongbong

What would your job be if you couldn’t
be a dentist?
Decorating Disneyland!!
How long do you expect the restorations
you placed this year to last?
Not sure and I don't wish to find out :)
What are you going to buy with your first
paycheck?
A feast with my family! 

Ru En Bong

"Tassiee :')"
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Piggycowy

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Chemical engineer
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Dr Abdullah Barazanchi
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Dr Abdullah Barazanchi
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
" I have done this before"
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?
A restoration on a friend
How long do you expect the restorations you placed this
year to last?
5 years
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own
teeth?
Marilyn
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Diamond round bur
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
A desktop

Shawn Choo Jun Wei

"Grad!"

Akina 
What would your job be if you couldn’t be a

dentist?
Chief executive 

What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
I didn't drill the adjacent restoration 

What have you always wanted to do in clinic
but didn’t have the guts?

Leave clinic early when I have FTA 
How long do you expect the restorations you

placed this year to last?
at least 5 years please

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Flat plastic

What are you going to buy with your first
paycheck?

a new handbag 

Si Lam Wong

"Drunk after 2 sips"
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Handsome devil (self claimed) 

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Doctor/homeless

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date
with?

Dr Corfield (Thomas)
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Dr Sravan Chunduru and Dr Ian Ridley

What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
Patient really wants a crown

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?

Approve xray without waiting 1 hour for the tutor to
come 

How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?

A lifetime (if patients die early)
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own

teeth?
You know who it is ;)

What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Microbrush: useful but disposable :') 

What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
A fish

Tze Chien Kueh 

"The only photo I have from drive"

Most jacked guy in the dental school

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Manager of the SLS department to read about what
stupid things students have done. 
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Definitely Dr. Vu and Dr. Barazanchi. Oh and also, the
person who fired Amanda.
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
"I called yesterday to confirm their appointment."
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but
didn’t have the guts?
Tell my patient to do the chlorhexidine rinse again
because I couldn't deal with their Perio breath. 
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your
own teeth?
Unfortunately, there's not enough space here to name
80% of the class, sorry. But feel free to message me if
you want the list; I actually have one made up ;)
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Definitely a lighter and matches to burn the ugly blue
clinic coat.

Spencer Mann

"Let me provide you with some

unsolicited OHI that I know you aren't

going to adhere to regardless."
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That tallish Asian guy

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
Engineer

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
None of them

Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Tom corfield 

What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
That they’re my favourite tutor

What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?

Spam the assist button on and off
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 

L10
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?

Toyota gtr 

William Xu

"wait it won’t let me submit a

different photo"

Dr Vu' s punching bag, Craven's joke, Mr. Brightside

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
A failure
Which ADH staff member would you go on a date with?
Dr Yuhong Chan + Dr Andrew Bills
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Dr Trudy Lin + Mish
What's the biggest lie you've ever told a tutor?
The first tooth I drilled into was the correct one for the
final Fixed Pros PCPC assessment and not the adjacent
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but didn’t
have the guts?
Akinosi block
How long do you expect the restorations you placed
this year to last?
Long enough for me to learn how to place implants
Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your own
teeth?
Nick Chen
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Nitrous oxide tank - because I enjoy calming anxious
patients
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?
Apply for GAMSAT

Vincent Nguyen

"When in Whyalla..."
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Will

What would your job be if you couldn’t be a dentist?
The guys that paint lines on the street

Which ADH staff member would you go on a date
with?

Dr John Kaidonis
Who is your favourite person in ADH?

Amy
What have you always wanted to do in clinic but

didn’t have the guts?
My own wisdom teeth extractions 

Who from BDS5 would you never let work on your
own teeth?

Nithya
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 

Perio probe
What are you going to buy with your first paycheck?

A motorcycle

William Yan

"I didn’t see you there "

Eugenie
Who is your favourite person in ADH?
Dr Tom Corfield
What dental instrument/bur are you most like? 
Round diamond bur

You Jing Wong

"mukbang in berri"
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